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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The Nevada County Economic Resource Council (ERC) was founded to preserve, protect and 
strengthen the economic prosperity of the region.  Our budget of approximately $ 165,000 is 
funded from the County of Nevada (51.5%), the City of Grass Valley (10.6%) the City of Nevada City 
(1.8%) and concerned businesses, industries and service providers (36.3%). This has allowed for a 
1.8 full-time equivalent (FTE) staff to work toward sustaining and growing the economic framework 
of the county. 

A variety of programs are being worked on utilizing not only the 1.8 FTE staff,  but also a cadre of 
volunteers that contribute nearly a 100 hours per month assisting with a variety of economic devel-
opment tasks. 

The primary mission of the ERC is to orchestrate the economic condition/atmosphere of the County 
of Nevada and to promote, assist, and encourage opportunities that will create jobs. At the core of a 
healthy economy is a balance between laddered employment opportunity and a trained workforce.   
But no economic development effort is able to create jobs; it is only possible to retain, attract, and 
grow business that can create jobs.  The mission/goal of the ERC is to do just that, retain, attract, 
and grow businesses that can create jobs. 

The ERC is building a foundation of programs that will help meet the stated goals and objectives of 
this plan, but to accomplishment these, it will require a long-term commitment and a willingness on 
the part of governmental entities to embrace and fund the effort.  

The activities of the ERC through the Comprehensive Economic Development Master Plan is in-
tended to achieve the following objectives: 

 1.  Expand job opportunities through laddered employment opportunities.  This includes       
 attraction, retention and creation of primary jobs employers. 

 2. Insure a satisfactorily prepared workforce that can fill employment requirements in a    
 laddered employment market. 

 3. Maintain and preserve a community environment that is not unduly burdensome     
 to business.   

 4.  Promote nurture and encourage economic development in the field of outdoor            
 recreation, green energy, video technology, high-tech, medical and local agriculture while at 
 the same time identifying, and supporting the service business that are needed to support 
 such, i.e. housing, education and land use stewardship. 

Meeting these objectives will lead to higher household equity, reduced need to commute outside of 
Nevada County and greater prosperity for the service community that is needed to support primary 
employment and create an economic identity unique to Nevada County. 
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Introduction  

N evada County has enjoyed better than average economic health since its beginning with 
the gold rush of 1849 and remains a vibrant and creative place to do business.  Addi-
tional to mineral extraction, technology has been a continuing theme in the economic 
history of Nevada County with such notable achievements as the Pelton Wheel, the first 

long-distance telephone line and the energy provider that later became Pacific Gas and Electric and 
can trace its origin to the National Hotel in Nevada City.  The first transcontinental rail system found 
its route across the Sierra Nevada mountain range through Nevada and Placer counties.  

Technology has continued to flourish in Nevada County over the years.  In the 1950s  Litton Indus-
tries developed a site where many new local enterprises had their beginning. Then in the 1960’s  
Grass Valley Group found root in the Litton complex. Twenty years later Grass Valley Group spin offs 
made Nevada County  the video capital of the world.  From that technology base we now have more 
than 80 companies that are categorized as technology based companies.  In part these technology 
companies, or creative enterprises, were attracted here or the creators of these companies re-
mained here for the issues of  “Life Style” and “Quality of Life”  With four seasons, and none of 
them extreme,  a landscape of luxurious trees and vistas, and recreational and cultural opportuni-
ties that equal all other regions of California or the United States, we have the foundation to which 
future creative enterprises will be attracted. 

 

In resolution 08-451, the Board of Supervisors of the County of Nevada has authorized a contract 
for economic development efforts and a portion of that contract has called for the production of a 
comprehensive master plan for economic development.  Paragraph C of exhibit “B” subparagraph 
5. (a) within the County of Nevada contract is the specification of the comprehensive plan.  Addi-
tionally, the cities of Grass Valley and Nevada City along with the Town of Truckee have encouraged 
the ERC to engage in producing a master plan for economic development with specific goals and 
objectives that include the theories, methods and approaches to accomplish the plan. 

 

During meetings with stakeholders at every level of the county and within the economic region, the 
elements of this plan have been crafted.  The plan will detail the objectives as well as the process 
and strategies to achieve them.  Stakeholders have identified five realities to the current economic 
condition that factor into economic development. 

 1.  We are in a global economy 

 2.  The pace of change will continue to accelerate 

 3.  The components of competitiveness can no longer be pursued separately 

 4.  Public-private partnerships become more critical every day 

 5.  The ability to innovate is the only sustainable competitive advantage 

Within the course of building this plan interviews where held with the list of individuals and organi-
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zation as described in Appendix E.  Other Economic Master Plans were also reviewed and a list of 
those plans are also included in Appendix E. 

 

The Comprehensive Economic Development Master Plan consists of three major activities with sub-
sets as shown in the table below. 

 1.  Employer Retention, Expansion, Attraction and Creation 

  A.  Continue outreach and information gathering from the existing          
  employers looking into the up line and down line of these businesses  for     
  compatible companies that would make good neighbors here. 

  B.  Continue site interviews with present employers looking for ways to help build 
  or strengthen their businesses. 

  C.  Continue the program called “Bring Them Home”, the outreach to local high 
  school graduates as they become of age to start new creative companies and                          
  encourage them to start those business in Nevada County. 

 2.  Insure a satisfactorily prepared workforce 

  A.  Partner with the local middle schools, high schools, and Sierra College to build 
  curriculum that meet the needs of county employers. 

  B.  Continue work with NoRTEC (Northern Rural Training and Employment            
  Consortium) to bring needed services to employers such as in-house training for 
  specific technical and administrative needs, mentoring of human resource issues. 

 3.  Community Development 

  Community development is a capacity building process for making a community a 
  better place to live and work.  This development comes primarily from government 
  with assistance from all other sectors of the community.  The work of the         
  Economic Resource Council will assist in community development with the           
  following: 
  A.  Continue to educate all strata of the community in economics 
  concerns, through outreach, information dissemination and advocacy for business 
  issues. 
  B.  Report to governing bodies on the economic consequences of public policy         
  issues. 
  C.  Work to increase workforce housing. 
  D.  Monitor key economic indicators that can allow the ERC, industry, and local    
  government the opportunity to observe existing and changing economic conditions.  
  Observing and monitoring economic conditions will allow the decision-making      
  bodies the opportunity to consider policy adjustments needed to encourage and   
  promote the mission of retaining, attracting and growing businesses. 
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Economic Development Defined for Nevada County 

Economic development in the simplest terms is generally described as building wealth in which 
community benefits are created.  Community development on the other hand is a capacity building 
process for making a community a better place to live and work..  Economic development is specifi-
cally done by creation, attraction or expansion of employers.  Economic development agencies can 
not create jobs per se, but they can create employers that in turn can create jobs. 

 

For Nevada County the ERC has crafted a matrix to describe the type of employers that are desir-
able.   That matrix is: 

  A.   Exporter of goods or services    

  B.  Wealth importer  

  C.  Laddered employment opportunity 

  D.  Low infrastructure impact 

  E.  Low energy user 

  F.  Clean or green friendly 

 

As the economy changes from a regional and industrial economy to a more global and service  
economy Nevada County is well suited to participate.  Witness the following propositions: 

 

 OLD GLOBALISM based on the search for low factor costs where international 

 businesses invested in regions with low-cost land and labor to serve as export      
 platforms to produce high-volume commodity products 

  NEW GLOBALISM based on the search for the best locations to host high-value, 

 specialized, and innovation-related activities where businesses invest in regions     
 to gain access to specialized workforces, research and development and            
 commercialization capacity, innovation networks, and unique business  

 infrastructure. 

 

Nevada County’s highly creative power is well suited for this new globalism.  We have al-
ways worked at the forefront of applied technology and innovation.  The regions quality of 
life and proximity to other creative centers are also suited to the creation and attraction of 
these companies. 
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Issues to Economic Development in Nevada County 

Development in Nevada County is influenced by a series of factors that need to be           
considered in picking the path for a master plan of development. 

 Rural Isolation — Nevada County is not on a major transportation artery.  Without 
 this major physical artery, Nevada County will have to develop along a pathway of 
 the digital highway, promoting business that can travel by the internet. 

 Topography — This makes building medium and large scale facilities difficult and   
 expensive.  The lack of large (25,000 square feet plus buildings) make attracting 
 larger companies difficult.  Smaller companies with growth potential will need to be 
 attracted. 

 Infrastructure —  Adequate infrastructure is lacking to develop shovel ready dirt. 
 Such items as sewer connections in the Loma Rica Industrial Park and development 
 of industrial land in projects like South Hill Project will greatly assist in economic  
 development. 

 County wide broadband —  This along with the need for business locations with 
 redundant fiber-optic cable hinders attraction and creation of employers.   

 

 We must manage what we have.  The rural nature that is so visible, the history that 
is so attractive, the agricultural and wild lands that offer a buffer all must be managed to 
provide a balance between the need for economic development and the need to manage a 
sustained environment.   
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Goals and Objectives 

The goals and objectives of this plan are divided into two sections: short-range (zero to two 
years) and long-range (years three through five);  The goals of the long-range plan will by 
necessity be driven by the success of the goals in the short-range category.  Therefore the 
greatest detailed emphasis will be on the short-range goals with broader goals and objec-
tive for the long-range plan.  This plan assumes a beginning date of January 1, 2009. 

 

 Short-range Goals and Objectives 

 The general short-range goal is to increase employment opportunities by creating,            
attracting, and expanding employers, assisting in creating curriculum at Sierra College to 
meet the employment needs of local companies and informing, educating and protecting a 
favorable business climate. 

 A.  Attraction:  The attraction process is already underway and will be facilitated by 
an increase in resources.  (See staffing in Appendix A).   Innovation driven          economic 
development will be the key, especially for those existing and start up companies that are 
on the cutting edge of innovation and are positioned for expansion with green suitability.  
The search for these companies will occur through the following activities: 

  1.  Trade Shows:   Specific trade shows are targeted for attendance: 

 

    a. Medical Devise and Manufacturing 
     (February 2009) 
    b.  Green California Summit and Exposition 
     (March 2009) 
     c.  National Association of Broadcasters- 
     (April 2009) 
     b.  Semicon West (Semiconductor and Photovoltaic) 
     (July 2009) 
              

These trade shows are rich locations to identify and measure companies 
against the matrix identified as fit for relocation efforts to Nevada County.   

2.  Company visits:  Continue site visits to those companies already located 
within Nevada County.  These companies will be solicited for candidate com-
panies in their down-line supply chain or their up-line distribution system that 
fit with the efforts of this plan.  Currently there are approximately 200 com-
panies in Nevada County that comprise the list of local companies on the 
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 B.  Retention:  The retention process is an ongoing effort that is coupled with the 
company visits from the attraction activity.  Each visit is crafted to ask a series of questions 
to identify potential loss issues and to determine where the ERC, the County and the cities 
can assist in preventing relocation, closure or down sizing.  (See Appendix C “On Site Busi-
ness Interview Form) 

Company visits are an ongoing schedule.  There are 92 Investor-Partners in the ERC and 
each is scheduled for one visit per year.  Visitation to businesses outside the ERC are 
scheduled as increased resources become available. 

Other retention efforts are focused on education, information dissemination and commu-
nity development advocacy as follows: 

Education: Small Business Development Center at Sierra College:  the SBDC works 
with the ERC and uses the ERC facilities to counsel businesses on financial plan-
ning, business plan development and marketing.   A series of classes are held for 
business owners on such topics as ESOPs, succession strategies, business plans 
and individual counseling on surviving changing business patterns.  The ERC contin-
ues to provide timely classes on issues of business interest.  The ERC staff is always 
in the community spreading the word of the resources and education that is avail-
able. 

Information Dissemination:  The ERC maintains a robust web site that is information 
rich.  The site originally funded by a grant from AT&T continues to grow in informa-
tion and tools for business assistance.  With additional resources the web site will 
assist current Nevada County companies in their recruitment efforts.  With addi-
tional resources the ERC will have the capacity to do research that will help provide 
valuable information to the County, the town and the cities on economic matters.  
The ERC strives to provide a single location for economic data and resources for all 
of the entities. 

Community Development:  The ERC with its diverse board of directors, representing 
every facet of the community is in the unique position of being a community watch 
dog and conduit for information, ideas and solutions between various agencies, 
community groups and business.   The short-range goal of having better representa-
tion and assistance to the eastern portion of the county is already underway.  
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 C.  Creation:  Building or creating  businesses may prove in the long-range to be the 
most productive method of building employment opportunities within the county.  The re-
gion’s best prospects for future economic growth may be its local entrepreneurs. However 
in the short-range certain activity must occur to put into motion those activities that build 
toward the long-range goal of creating business in Nevada County.   

Business creation is born out of meeting needs by entrepreneurs with the foresight and 
passion to solve problems.  Those locals that nurture that creative energy will receive the 
benefit of expanding workforce opportunities and laddered employment benefits.  Nevada 
County has numerous models that attest to the capacity of creative entrepreneurship.  

Given sufficient resources the ERC will engage in a series of activities designed to capital-
ize on the creative energy that rests currently in the county and to import creative energy 
from former county residents.  Specifically the ERC would manage these programs: 

Education:  Make training available to those individuals and groups that would like 
to become for profit business. 

Financing:  Seek sources for funding new ventures within the county such as a ven-
ture fund looking for wealth within the county that can be pooled to support creative 
companies. 

Business Mentoring:  The ERC can facilitate mentors from the community through 
working with the retired senior executives that have selected Nevada County as a 
retirement location. 

“Bring Them Home”: This campaign, already underway at the ERC, is a ongoing ef-
fort at identifying high school graduates from Bear River, Truckee and Nevada Un-
ion, that have gone away, acquired technical training and may be ready to create 
their own businesses.  This data base will be extensive enough within one year to 
begin the outreach program of educating those former graduates about the advan-
tages of creating those businesses here in Nevada County. 

Work with local government to provide adequate land areas, realistically capable of sup-
porting business expansion. 
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 Long-Range Goals and Objectives 

 

 The long-range goals and objectives will be modified by the outcomes from the 
short-range goals.  However, in the general sense, the long-range goals will be those items 
that will require more time to mature, such as the “Bring Them Home” campaign from the 
short-range goals.  All of these goals are centered around increases in employment oppor-
tunities by attracting, expanding and creating employers. 

 A.  Attraction:  The long-range attraction of companies from outside the county will 
require that Nevada County has sufficient land, infrastructure and services to support the 
those companies that meet the desired matrix.  Currently the Nevada County inventory of 
industrial buildings larger than 20,000 square feet is only 35 with only 11 over 30,000 
square feet.  Companies with employee sizes capable of having laddered employment op-
portunities would generally require buildings of 40,000 square feet and up.   The specific 
tasks for the long-range attraction will be: 

1.  Continue the search for those companies that meet the desired matrix 
and are located in highly dense environments, which make the appeal of  
Nevada County attractive.  

2.  Create incentives to attract such as fast tract planning and permitting.  

3.  Build collateral information and material for recruitment.  A short, well 
crafted video would be easy to produce given that Nevada County has abun-
dant video talent. 

 

 B.  Retention:  The motivation for a company to move is generally grounded in two 
items,  economic and/or limitations of growth needs such as buildings.  To continually 
measure the pressure of companies to down size or move will be a key activity of the ERC. 

 C.  Creation:  On the long-term goal to create employers the ERC will need to do a 
series of things 

1.  Create an incubator.  This might be done in conjunction with existing busi-
nesses that have underutilized space and resources. 

2.  Strengthen the funding sources outside the normal commercial banking 
operations.  This will include assisting the County of Nevada and the Cities of 
Nevada City and Grass Valley, and the Town of Truckee with their lending op-
erations, creating a “Venture Fund”. 

  3.  Continue the outreach of operation “Bring them Home”. 
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Cooperative Efforts 

 Economic Development is a complex process involving the full community.  Each of 
the Governmental entities, the business community, the chambers, the public all have a 
role to play in the successful mission of economic development .  Cooperative efforts must 
occur between all levels of government, the non-profits, the business community, and the 
educational system.   Certainly cooperation among all the entities of Nevada County, would 
make the master plan more achievable with a higher payoff for all.   A joint resolution and 
powers agreement between the governmental entities would give full community support to 
the plan.   

  A matrix of primary and secondary responsibilities has been developed from the 
various groups within the community and is attached as Exhibit C.  This matrix details the 
major activities of economic development and shows the primary responsibility along with 
those support groups needed to be successful. 

 

 Continued meetings with the various cooperative members is on-going and would 
continue inviting the broadest view of economic development within the community.    
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Methodology 

 

The methods used to achieve the stated goals and objectives are also divided into short-
range and long-range.  The long-range methods may well change as economic conditions 
change and the effectiveness of the short-range methods and programs are learned.  
Therefore we  will focus more closely on the methods utilized to effect the short-range 
goals. 

 

 Employer Retention, Expansion, Attraction and Creation 

  Retention:  Companies that may be experiencing  forces that could poten-
tially move them from the county must first be identified.  This will require face to face 
meetings with the major export manufacturers and service companies.  Using the survey  
from Appendix  B. 100 companies per year will be surveyed for specific hints at companies 
that may start thinking about relocation.  Also the aggregate of the information will be ana-
lyzed to ascertain if there is anything systemic to the forces affecting the relocation of com-
panies away from Nevada County. 

 

  Expansion:  The survey form from Appendix B will help identify companies 
that have plans to grow.  The ERC will be in a position to assist these companies with land 
issues, training issues and regulation issues. 

 

  Attraction:  Attracting the right kinds of companies will be a primary activity of 
the ERC.  The first activity is to identify potential companies that will meet the matrix of de-
sired companies.  The actual attraction discussion must occur face to face between the 
ERC and the potential company.  A shotgun approach will not be successful.  Each solicita-
tion must be tailored to a specific company showing specific benefits for a move to Nevada 
County.  Two obvious attractors are lower labor costs for creative employees and quality of 
life issues for owners and managers. 

 

  Creation:  Creating companies that will develop laddered employment oppor-
tunities will come from the “Bring Them Home” campaign as well as through maintaining 
high visibility in the community through workshops, seminars, trainings.  The ERC must be 
seen as the single best source for creation assistance. 
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Measurement 

 

 “What gets measured gets done!”  

 Based on this “Master Plan” the following matrix will be used to measure the actions 
and successes of the Economic Resource Council on an annual basis. This matrix will be re-
viewed on a quarterly bases by the ERC Executive Committee to measure the activity of the 
ERC and will make certain other tests to validate the assumptions of the matrix.  The version 
presented here is an example with every variable (Value) falling in the target range to present 
a 100% score.  Actual use of the matrix will yield a value of greater than or less than the 
nominal value of 100% depending on performance. It is presented to show the features of 
the matrix.  Any factor in the matrix can be changed as the measurement is assessed in 
terms of reflecting accurately the activity of the ERC.   

  

Threshold Target Stretch Weight Value for 
the year Score 

Business Development             
Potential Businesses for Attraction 4 6 8 50 6 0.08 

Successful Relocations 1 2 3 100 2 0.17 
Creation of a new business 3 5 7 80 5 0.13 

              
Business Assistance             

Site interviews 80 90 120 50 90 0.08 
Referrals for Business Assistance 10 15 20 60 15 0.10 

Expansion Assists 5 8 10 60 8 0.10 
Training Seminars 4 5 6 40 5 0.07 
Personnel Trained 100 125 150 30 125 0.05 

              
Marketing and Communications             

Inquiries to the ERC from outside busi-
nesses 20 30 50 50 30 0.08 

"About Biz" TV Programs 18 20 26 10 20 0.02 
Community Talks 6 9 12 5 9 0.01 

Investor Partner surveys satisfaction 70% 80% 90% 15 80% 0.03 
              
Organizational Management             

Private Sector Investment in ERC  $55K   $65K   $75K  35 $65K 0.06 
ERC Board of Directors Satisfaction 70% 80% 90% 15 80% 0.03 

              

         Score 
100.00

% 
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Appendix A                                                          Page 1 of 2 

Requirements to successfully accomplish the stated objectives of goals of this master plan 
would require significantly increased funding and staffing.   The current staff of 1.8 FTE is 
insufficient to accomplish the goals.    

 Staff 

  A fully functioning staff of 4.6 to 5 FTE would be required to facilitate the 
goals as stated.  That staff would have this look: 

  Chief Executive Officer 

  Administrative Assistant 

  Researcher (Part Time .6 FTE) 

  Development Officer 

  Clerk 

 Budget  

  Current budget is approximately $ 168,000.  Budget increase would need to 
be made to add 2.6 FTE staff positions along with the related support service expenses re-
quiring  an estimated budget of $300,000.  

 Current  support for the Nevada County Economic Resource Council is: 

 Nevada County $ 85,000  50.60% 

 Grass Valley   $ 15,000     8.9% 

 Nevada City   $    3,000     1.8%     

 Town of Truckee $         0        0 

 Investor/Partners  $ 65,000   38.7%   

 Total   $ 168,000 

To achieve the goals and a budget of $235,000 ($ 300,000- $ 65,000 Investors/partners 
funding) the following distribution of support based population would be: 

   Population   %  Contribution  

Nevada County    67018   67.5  $ 158,625 

Truckee  16165   16.4  $   38,540 

Grass Valley  12929   13.0  $   30,550 

Nevada City     3074     3.1  $     7,285 

Total Population 99186 
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Appendix A, continued    

page 2 of 2 

 

To achieve the goals and a budget of $235,000 ($ 300,000- $ 65,000 Investors/Partners) 
the following distribution of support based on buildable available and open industrial land 
would be: 

 

      Acreage 

 County of Nevada   1610.77 92.5 $ 277,500 

 City of Grass Valley   61.05    3.5 $    10,500 

 Town of Truckee   56.97     3.3 $      9,900 

 City of Nevada City    13.77     .08 $      2400 

      Total     $ 235,000 

Some combination of the above plans would seem reasonable., using some weighted fac-
tor to compensate for the large county mass of open unimproved industrial land, and who's 
topography may limits development.  
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“company visit list”.  

     

APPENDIX B 

Page 1 of 2 

ON-SITE BUSINESS INTERVIEW FORM 
 

1. Company name____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Name and Title of person interviewed_______________________________________________________ 

 

3. Can you tell us about your business plans for the next 3 years? 

 

   ___No change in operations 

   ___Add product line 

   ___Change mix of goods/services 

   ___Expand:   

 ___Within the city ___Within the county    ___Within the State    ___Other___________ 

   ___Relocate: 

 ___Within the city ___Within the county      ___Within the State    ___Other___________ 

   ___Add employees 

 ___1-5  ___6-10 ___10-20  ___20+ 

 

4. How do you rate Nevada County in relation to: 

      Good       Average      Below Average     No Opinion 

 1. Labor costs               

2. Availability of skilled workers              

3. Education/training opportunities                              

4. Access to customers               

5. Access to suppliers             

6. Access to capital              

7. Local taxes and regulations            

8. Energy costs               

9. Attitude of local government              

    to business 
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5. Of the factors listed in Question #4, which are the four most important factors relating to your 

    business?#_______       #_______       #_______       #_______ 

 

APPENDIX B  
PAGE 2 OF 2 

 

6. Please circle the degree of importance you give the following factors in considering a business  

      location. 

 

 1 – Very important 2 – Important    3 – Somewhat important 4 – Not important 

 

 

1. Labor (cost, skill, etc.)      1 2 3 4
  

   2. Transportation       1 2 3 4 

 3. Land (zoning, cost, lease space, etc.)      1 2 3 4 

 4. Permit processes       1 2 3 4 

 5. Public utilities and services     1 2 3 4 

 6. Government programs (economic incentives)    1 2 3 4 

 7. Location to other companies     1 2 3 4 

 8. Access to capital       1 2 3 4 

 9. Market access (local, regional, international)    1 2 3 4 

          10. Quality of life (environment, recreation, cultural, etc.)   1 2 3 4 

          11. State/local taxes       1 2 3 4 

          12. Education       1 2 3 4 

          13. Other (please specify):____________________________   1 2 3 4 

 

7.  What four factors from question #6 would you regard as most favorable to your company’s  

       remaining, expanding or relocating within this community? 

 #_______ #______ #_______ #_______ 

 

8. What four factors from question #6 would you regard as least favorable to your company’s  

      remaining, expanding or relocating within this community? 

 #_______ #_______ #_______ #_______ 

 

9. Has your company experienced problems in gaining access to financing? 

 ___yes  ___no 
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Appendix C 

Economic Enhancement 
Matrix Roles and Respon-
sibilities 

Primary 
Agency 

Support 
Agency 

Support 
Agency 

Support 
Agency 

Support 
Agency 

 Organizations 
             

Retention and Attraction           1 Economic Resource council 
Visitation 1 2       2 ERC Volunteers in Action 

Ombudsman 1 23 24 25 26 3 Grass Valley/Nevada County Chamber 
Labor Training/Educ/Placement 1 14 22 27 28 4 Nevada City Chamber 

Public Education  1 14 15 27 28 5 Nevada County South Chamber 
            6 Penn Valley Chamber 
BUSINESS ATTRACTION           7 Grass Valley Downtown Association 

Marketing 1 2       8 Nevada City Downtown Association 
State/Regional Coordination 1         9 NC Business Association 

Site Assistance 1 10 12     10 NC Contractors Association 
Printed Materials 1 34       11 Winery Association 

Lead Intake & Handling 1 2       12 NC Association of Realtors 
Promotion 1 31 32     13 SEDCorp 

            14 Small Business Center Sierra College 
BUSINESS CREATION           15 Chico State University 

Counseling/Technical Assis-
tance 1 13 14     16 Farm Bureau 

Education/Seminars 1 13 14     17 Music in the Mountains 
Financing 1 13 23     18 Foothill Theatre Company 

            19 Land Trust 
BUSINESS CLIMATE           20 Sierra Nevada Memorial Hospital 
Streamline Regulatory Process 1 23 24 25 26 21 Nevada County Airpark 
Promote "Bus Friendly" Policies 1 23 24 25 26 22 NoRTEC One Stop 

Provide Public Services 1 23 24 25 26 23 County of Nevada 
Economic Development Plan-

ning 1         24 City of Grass Valley 
Planning Zoning 1 23 24 25 26 25 City of Nevada City 

Available Land and Buildings 1 12       26 Town of Truckee 
Education 1 13 14     27 Sierra College 

            28 Nevada Union High School District 
SPECIAL PROJECTS           29 Utilities 

Tourism 
31,7,8,

9,11 19       30 Others (write in) 
Ag Marketing 11,16         31 Joint Chambers 

Conference/Convention 31,32         32 Conventions and Visitors Bureau 

Performing Arts 
17,18,3

3         33 Center for the Arts 
Visual Arts 33         34 Nevada County Business News 

Special Events (Tour of NC etc) 1 2 31       
Trade Shows 1 2         

Job Fairs 1 2         
Fairs and exhibits 7,31, 32         

Festivals 7,8,31           
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Appendix D 

 

The following persons, companies, organizations were interviewed in the compilation of this 
master plan. 

 

  

 Brent Smith………………...…….Sierra Economic Development Corporation 

 Board of Directors……………..Nevada County Economic Resource Council 

 Dale Creighton…………………..SCO Engineering 

 Joe Heckel………………..……….City of Grass Valley, Director of  Community Development 

 Joyce Davidson Seitz………….City of Concord, Department of Economic Development 

 Kyle Thompson………………….Nevada County Community Development—Housing 

 Mary Ann Mueller………….…...Grass Valley/Nevada County Chamber of Commerce 

 Mark Heckey……………………..City of Dixon, Economic Development Director 

 Russ Steele………………………..The Insightworks 

 

Economic Development Plans Surveyed  

 

 City of Corsicana, Texas       www.ci.corsicana.tx.us 

 City of West Sacramento, California  www.cityofwestsacramento.org 

 Douglas County Colorado   www.douglas.co.us/cmp2003 

 Jefferson County CMP, Colorado  www.co.jefferson.co.us 

 Merrimack Valley Planning Commission www.mvpc.org 

 Keith County, Nebraska   www.kcad.org 

 South Central Planning, Gray, LA  www.scpdc.org 

 

  

  


